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How would you like to earn from doing something that you love? There are a lot of opportunities for
photographers nowadays. Albury photography is rich in choices as you can dwell in an extensive
field of specialization.  You can engage in freelance photography and start your business from there
especially since this industry is enjoying a different kind of boost and recognition nowadays. In fact,
this is one of the best times to start your own online photography business.

What is freelance photography? This is where you click away and take good pictures and try to sell
them to potential customers online. This is what is commonly known in photography as stock
photography where you collect pictures and put these on stock hoping that people will take interest
and download pictures online, for a fee of course. Another thing that you can do is that you can be
taking pictures for a big wedding event or corporate activities. You may even do some traveling
around and take pictures for a newspaper or travel magazine. Photography is indeed one of the
most satisfying, flexible and exciting careers out there.

There is a lot of demand for photographers in the market. Many organizations and businesses are in
need of good quality pictures that they can feature on their publications or ad campaigns. If you are
a skilled photographer with the time, equipment and the expertise then this is the perfect job for you.
Some of your prospective clients could be couples who want to capture the moments of the wedding
day, new parents who want to put together an album for their baby, companies that require pictures
for their marketing campaigns, and online businesses that wish to have pictures on their website.

Nowadays all you need to have to get started in an online digital business is a good internet
connection and a digital camera. You must also come up with a good business plan to get you on
the right track. There are a lot of options for you to sell your photography online, so you must also
know that the competition will be stiff. But as a digital photographer you can outdo others by coming
up with something unique yet is simple enough to be understood by the consuming public.

Many Ways to Sell Your Pictures online

There are a lot of ways in which you can market your photos online. Here are some of them:

1. Industrial or Commercial photography

2. Making products out of your photos such as t-shirts, postcards and coasters

3. Portrait photography

4. Selling photos via stock photo agencies

5. Selling photos to newspapers, magazines, and  journals

6. Selling photos to web sites

7. Wedding photography

8. Working as a photographer for various advertising agencies

Explore opportunities with the use of Albury photography and become successful in this business
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venture. Just know which internet tools to use and come up with a unique business concept for your
photos. Get started today and earn while enjoying the profession that you love!
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Dawson Schultz - About Author:
Image Catchers is a photography studio based in Albury headed up by Anthony Van Rompaey, an
industry professional with over 10 years experience in capturing the essence of special occasions
and unique and personal identities through portraiture. See a Albury photography for more
information.
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